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► Systematically correlates mathematics and statistics with the social sciences
► Promotes the scientific development of social research by extending discussion of interesting contributions in methodology to scholars worldwide
► Covers models of classification, methods for constructing typologies, neural networks and fuzzy sets, models applied to social mobility and voting behavior and more
► 96% of authors who answered a survey reported that they would definitely publish or probably publish in the journal again

Quality and Quantity constitutes a point of reference for European and non-European scholars to discuss instruments of methodology for more rigorous scientific results in the social sciences.

The journal publishes papers on models of classification, methods for constructing typologies, models of simulation, neural networks and fuzzy sets for social research, mathematical models applied to social mobility, mathematical models of voting behavior, qualitative methodology and feminist methodology, discussions on the general logic of empirical research, analysis of the validity and verification of social laws, and similar topics.

Quality and Quantity is an interdisciplinary journal which systematically correlates disciplines such as mathematics and statistics with the social sciences, particularly sociology, economics, and social psychology.

The journal extends discussion of interesting contributions in methodology to scholars worldwide, to promote the scientific development of social research.
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